Every once in a while something comes along to drive performance to the next level.

STAY TUNED.
A NEW STANDARD IN DOLLAR SPOT CONTROL.

We don't make the turf. We make it better.
Why do over 90% of landscape professionals reach for the penetrating power of Roundup PRO®?
They value its reputation built on trust and PROformance™ technology.
Cut back callbacks with the proven power of Roundup PRO®.

You can’t afford herbicides that let you down. That’s why you get to the root of your weed problems with Roundup PRO herbicide, the herbicide trusted and used by 9 out of 10 landscape professionals like you.

Only Roundup PRO has the patented power of PROformance technology. Its proven performance goes right to the root to deliver powerful results the first time...with no regrowth. So you get fewer callbacks. **Plus it comes with a one-hour rainfast warranty.** No wonder it’s the most trusted choice of landscape managers since its introduction in 1996.

Trust Roundup PRO. Talk to your dealer today, call 1-800-ROUNDUP or visit www.monsanto.com/ito.

**Roundup PRO®

The Brand You Trust**
You’ve waited 25 years for 24 hours.

The latest herbicide innovation from the maker of Roundup PRO® herbicide, QuikPRO™ herbicide combines quick action with complete control, roots and all. You and your customers will benefit from fast, visible results as well as continued, superior weed control.

**Weed-killing power, right to the root.**

- Visible results are evident in as little as 24 hours.
- **Controls entire weed**, from the leaves to the roots, in one application, preventing regrowth.
- **Rainfast in one hour** - guaranteed.
- Quick uptake moves weed-killing power right to the roots, where it can’t wash away.

**Easy to use with easy-to-see results.**

- All-in-one, quick-mixing formulation reduces hassles and errors of tank mixing.
- Doesn’t settle out and forms a true solution that will not clog nozzles.
- Dry formulation is easy to handle and easy to clean up.

Experience the difference QuikPRO can make in your weed-control program and on your bottom line. See your dealer, or call 1-800-ROUNDP for more information or visit our Web site at wwwmonsanto.com/ito.

*Always read and follow pesticide label directions. Roundup technology includes Monsanto's glyphosate-based herbicide technologies. Roundup® refers to Monsanto's Roundup branded agricultural herbicides. PROformance™, QuikPRO™, Roundup® and Roundup PRO® are trademarks of Monsanto Technology LLC. (17417 jj 12/02) ©2003 Monsanto Company.*
THE EASY WAY TO CONTROL TURF DISEASE.
NEW SPECTATOR™ FUNGICIDE FROM LESCO LETS YOU SIT ON THE SIDELINES WHILE IT DOES THE WORK.

Spectator works so well, it's almost like handling turf disease by remote control. And Spectator has the same active ingredient as the leading brand, but costs less per acre to use. So you can control or treat 19 turf grass diseases including Dollar Spot, Anthracnose, Brown Patch, Summer Patch and Gray Leaf. Plus, control 30 landscape and ornamental diseases and save in the process. Try Spectator fungicide today; it makes your job a whole lot easier.

Visit us on the web at www.lesco.com or call at 800-321-5325 for a location near you.

LESCO is a registered trademark and LESCO Spectator is a trademark of LESCO Technologies, LLC.